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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
Dear Student 
 
Welcome to the module on Corporate Entrepreneurship (MNE3702). We trust that you will find it 

interesting and useful in your present and future careers. 

 
Corporate Entrepreneurship has been and is becoming increasingly more important for both international 

and South African businesses in pursuit for growth and competitiveness. More and more companies 

seek to expand their business activities through innovation and management practices that support the 

development of innovation, in a sustainable manner. Corporate Entrepreneurship is not a new subject, 

but there are new factors to consider as the South African marketplace seeks to transform itself. In this 

module we will focus on the factors that enable a business to maintain an entrepreneurial orientation. 

 

You will receive a number of tutorial letters during the semester. Please read these immediately and 

carefully. A tutorial letter is our way of communicating with you. This tutorial letter contains information 

about tutorial material, lecturer details, assignments and examinations. Keep it on hand when studying 

this module, completing the assignments and preparing for the examination. 

 

2 PURPOSE OF AND OUTCOMES FOR THE MODULE 
 
2.1 PURPOSE 
 

This module (also referred to as a unit standard) will be useful to people who are working within a large 

corporate environment. Learners will be empowered with the necessary competencies (knowledge, 

values and skills) to be entrepreneurial at different levels of management in a corporate environment. 

Successful learners will be able to act as change agents, ensuring that business entities not only have 

the competitive edge through new products, services and processes, but are also more effective and 

efficient. Entrepreneurial companies will contribute to employee satisfaction and retention. The challenge 

for companies is not only survival but continued market dominance. Students credited with this unit 

standard will have developed their entrepreneurial skills so that they have the potential to become 

efficient and effective employees and managers in an ever-changing business environment. 

 

Below you will find the assessment criteria for each of the specific outcomes of this module. The 

assessment criteria refer to aspects of the syllabus that will be assessed in the assignments and the 

examination. The assessment criteria will be assessed in different ways in the assignments and the 

examination. 
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2.2 OUTCOMES 
 
SPECIFIC OUTCOME 1 

Analyse the nature of corporate entrepreneurship. 

Assessment criteria  

1.1 Understand the impact of the changing environments. 

1.2 Explain the key components in deriving competitive advantage. 

1.3 Compare and contrast the concepts of entrepreneurship and corporate entrepreneurship. 

1.4 Analyse the life cycle stages of companies with regard to issues that inhibit corporate 

entrepreneurship. 

1.5 Understand the entrepreneurial process. 

1.6 Identify the ways corporate entrepreneurship manifests itself in the company. 

1.7 Examine the dimensions of corporate entrepreneurship. 

1.8 Evaluate entrepreneurial intensity in companies. 

1.9 Distinguish between the various forms of corporate entrepreneurship. 

 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 2 

Determine how creativity and innovation can be implemented by the corporate entrepreneur.  

Assessment criteria  

2.1 Outline the importance of creativity for the entrepreneurial company. 

2.2 Examine the creative process and comment on how the organisation can develop new creative 

ideas for products and services.    

2.3 Understand the creative blocks that prevent people from being creative. 

2.4 Analyse the characteristics of a corporate entrepreneur. 

2.5 Examine the critical roles in corporate entrepreneurship. 

 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 3 

Evaluate the corporate strategy in terms of the extent to which it encompasses entrepreneurship and the 

development of innovation. 

Assessment criteria  

3.1 Distinguish between entrepreneurial strategies and strategies to achieve entrepreneurship. 

3.2 Comment on factors that contribute to a well-conceptualized entrepreneurial strategy. 

3.3 Describe how innovation can be managed. 

3.4 Determine the roles both strategy and technology play in the entrepreneurial company. 
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SPECIFIC OUTCOME 4 

Develop an organisational environment that supports entrepreneurship.  

Assessment criteria   

4.1 Evaluate organisational structure and suggest how it can be more conducive to the development 

of corporate entrepreneurship. 

4.2 Describe the different types of structures in the company.  

4.3 Analyse how the human resource management function can support the entrepreneurial 

initiatives of the company.  

4.4 Describe the role of reward systems in motivating entrepreneurial behaviour. 

4.5 Analyse the culture in a company. 

4.6 Describe the elements of organisational culture that support corporate entrepreneurship. 

 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 5 

Sustain corporate entrepreneurship into the future of the company. 

Assessment criteria  

5.1 Analyse the obstacles to corporate entrepreneurship. 

5.2 Determine how the obstacles can be overcome. 

5.3 Contemplate the ethical dilemma in the entrepreneurial organisation. 

[RANGE: The ethical dilemma includes, but is not limited to, the dilemma between the corporate 

innovator and the rogue manager.] 

5.4 Explain the roles that the top, middle and lower-level managers play in leading the 

entrepreneurial company. 

5.5 Develop a corporate venture plan for the company. 

5.6 Determine how entrepreneurial activities can be measured and assessed in a business. 

[RANGE: Entrepreneurial activities include individual entrepreneurial projects and entrepreneurial 

activities of the organisation as a whole.] 

5.7 Critically discuss how control can hinder entrepreneurial initiatives in the organisation. 

5.8 Explain how control activities can be more conducive to entrepreneurship. 

5.9 Describe the disadvantages of being a corporate entrepreneur and the negative personality traits 

of corporate entrepreneurs. 

5.10 Identify and manage triggering events. 

5.11 Understand the importance of creating urgency in the business around corporate 

entrepreneurship. 
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3 LECTURERS AND CONTACT DETAILS 

3.1 Lecturers 

The contact details for the primary lecturer responsible for this module are as follows: 

 

Primary Lecturer 

 

Email address 

Mr. W Sambo 

Office telephone 

sambow@unisa.ac.za  

012 429 4275 

 

The name and contact details of the secondary lecturer for this module are as follows:  

 

Secondary Lecturer 

 

E-mail address 

 

Mrs S Radebe 

 

radebes@unisa.ac.za 

 

The contact details for the Entrepreneurship Section Head are as follows: 

 

Entrepreneurship Section Head  

 

E-mail address 

 
Ms NM Mmako 

 

mmakonm@unisa.ac.za 

 

Important information to note when contacting your lecturer: 

All queries that are about the content of this module should be directed to the primary lecturer.  

You may consult your lecturers about academic materials only. Please do not direct any administrative 

queries to your lecturer. Such administrative enquiries, for example about examination, assignment 

administration or lost tutorial material, should be addressed to the relevant university department. You 

may contact the relevant university department by using the contact information which can be found in 

your my Studies @ Unisa brochure. 

 
Upon contacting your lecturer, please ensure that you have your study material with you. 

You are welcome to email, phone, visit, as well as write to your lecturer. If you would like to visit your 

lecturer personally, please make an appointment beforehand. Lecturers often have prior appointments, a 

fact which may cause disappointment if you arrive at the University without having first arranged a 

meeting. If you cannot get hold of your lecturer via telephone, please send an email. Lecturers check 

their emails regularly and will get back to you in a timely fashion.  

 
The email addresses of the academic staff involved in MNE3702 are listed in item 3.1, however should 

you wish to write to us, you may post your letter to:      

The module leader (MNE3702) 
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Department of Entrepreneurship, Supply Chain, Transport, Tourism and Logistics Management 

(DESTTL) 

PO Box 392 

UNISA 

0003 

PLEASE NOTE: Letters to lecturers may not be enclosed with or inserted into assignments. 

 

3.2 Department  

All calls and enquiries should be directed to the Lecturer at the contact details provided in item 3.1. The 

details of the Departmental Help Desk email are as follows: 

 

Department of Entrepreneurship, Supply 

Chain, Transport, Tourism and Logistics 

Management  

email address 

                     Help Desk Email: DESTTL@unisa.ac.za.  

 

3.3 University 

Any enquiries about administrative matters should be addressed to the section concerned.     
 
You may contact Unisa by making use of the details which follow: 
 

Unisa website http://www.unisa.ac.za & http://mobi.unisa.ac.za 

All study-related information is now available on the new Unisa corporate 

website in both web and mobi formats 

myUnisa https://my.unisa.ac.za/portal & https://my.unisa.ac.za/portal/pda 

Students can access their own information via myUnisa website or mobi site 

E-mail info@unisa.ac.za 

Students may send an e-mail to info@unisa.ac.za for information on how to 

contact Unisa via e-mail 

SMS 32695 – only for students in South Africa 

Students may send an SMS to 32695 for more information on how to 

contact Unisa via SMS. The sender will receive an auto response SMS with 

the various SMS options. The cost to the student per SMS is R1.00 

 

 

Fax 

012 429 4150 

Students will be able to fax their enquiries to this number, where after it will  

be distributed to and processed by the relevant department. 

mailto:DESTTL@unisa.ac.za
http://www.unisa.ac.za/
http://mobi.unisa.ac.za/
https://my.unisa.ac.za/portal
https://my.unisa.ac.za/portal/pda
mailto:info@unisa.ac.za
mailto:info@unisa.ac.za
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Physical address: University of South Africa 

Preller Street 

Muckleneuk 

Pretoria 

Postal address: University of South Africa 

PO Box 392 

UNISA 

0003 

Assignments Short SMS code: 43584 

Email address: Assign@unisa.ac.za 

Students may send an SMS or email to either of these contacts to enquiries 

about assignments (e.g. whether or not the University has received your 

assignment or the date on which an assignment was returned to you). 

Assignments enquiries must not be addressed to the lecturer but the 

University. 

 

4 MODULE-RELATED RESOURCES 
 
4.1 Prescribed books 

 
The details of the prescribed book for this module, MNE3702, are as follows: 
 

Morris, MH, Kuratko, DF & Covin, JG. 2011.  Corporate Innovation and Entrepreneurship. 3rd 

Edition. Canada: South-Western, Cengage Learning 

 

Please be aware, there are two different versions of the 3rd Edition of this prescribed book. There is a UK 

Edition as well as an International Edition.  

 
Please ensure you purchase the INTERNATIONAL EDITION with the following ISBN number(s):

 ISBN-13: 978-1-111-52691-7 

ISBN-10: 1-111-52691-5 
 

The study guide for MNE3702 is based on the prescribed book. It is therefore essential to purchase the 

abovementioned prescribed book and study it together with the study guide. You are required to study all 

the chapters in the prescribed book (Chapters 1 to 15), excluding Chapter 5 entitled, ‘Entrepreneurship 

in Non-profit and Governmental Organisations’. 

Please consult the list of official booksellers and their addresses listed in my Studies @ Unisa. If you 

have any difficulty obtaining books from these bookshops, please contact the Prescribed Books Section 

at telephone 012 429 4152 or email ospresc@unisa.ac.za. 

 

mailto:Assign@unisa.ac.za
mailto:ospresc@unisa.ac.za
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4.2 Recommended Books and Electronic Reserves (e-Reserves) 

There are no recommended books and no E-Reserves for this module. 

 
5 STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES FOR THE MODULE 
 
Kindly be informed that, with effect from 2014, Unisa offers online tutorials (e-tutoring) to students 

registered for modules at NQF level 5, 6 and 7 which means qualifying first year, second year and third 

year modules. 

Once you have been registered for a qualifying module, you will be allocated to a group of students with 

whom you will be interacting during the tuition period as well as an e-tutor who will be your tutorial 

facilitator. Thereafter you will receive an sms informing you about your group, the name of your e-tutor 

and instructions on how to log onto myUnisa in order to receive further information on the e-tutoring 

process.  

Online tutorials are conducted by qualified e-tutors who are appointed by Unisa and are offered free of 

charge. All you need to be able to participate in e-tutoring is a computer with internet connection. If you 

live close to a Unisa regional Centre or a Telecentre contracted with Unisa, please feel free to visit any of 

these to access the internet. e-tutoring takes place on myUnisa where you are expected to connect with 

other students in your allocated group. It is the role of the e-tutor to guide you through your study 

material during this interaction process. For you to get the most out of online tutoring, you need to 

participate in the online discussions that the e-tutor will be facilitating. 

There are modules which students have been found to repeatedly fail, these modules are allocated face-

to-face tutors and tutorials for these modules take place at the Unisa regional centres. These tutorials 

are also offered free of charge, however, it is important for you to register at your nearest Unisa Regional 

Centre to secure attendance of these classes.  

 
NB: Important information appears in your my Studies @ Unisa brochure. 
 

6 MODULE-SPECIFIC STUDY PLAN 

In order to master this module, it is recommended that you allocate 120 notional hours to reading and 

studying the prescribed material, doing the assignments and self-assessment activities in the study 

guide, as well as doing final revision before the examination. 

The time for working through the tutorial matter, completing the assignments and preparing for the 

examination is limited. We have therefore drawn up a time schedule with proposed time allocations for 

the various study activities. 

Remember, the time allocation is only a guideline. You should proceed at your own pace. It is 

encouraged that you compile your own time management schedule that is suited to your particular set of 

circumstances. 
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ACTIVITY HOURS 

Reading of relevant chapters in the prescribed book 40 

Reading of study guide 10 

Doing of activities in the study guide 10 

Preparing and completing the assignments 8 

Studying of the prescribed book and study guide and making of summaries 47 

Final revision 5 

TOTAL 120 

 

7 MODULE PRACTICAL WORK AND WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING 

There is no practical work and work-integrated learning for this module. 

 

8 ASSESSMENT 

8.1 Assessment plan 

Assignments are seen as part of the learning material for this module. As you do the assignments, study 

the prescribed material, consult other resources, discuss the work with fellow students or tutors or do 

research, you are actively engaged in learning. Look at the assessment criteria given for this module. 

This will help you to understand exactly what is required of you. 

 
8.2 General assignment numbers 
 
For MNE3702 you are given three assignments – Assignment 01, 02 and 03. These assignments are 

presented in the Addendum section at the end of this tutorial letter. 

 

The university has a policy of compulsory assignments in all modules for 2017. Both Assignments 01 

and 02 for MNE3702 are thus compulsory assignments. These assignments should therefore be 

completed and submitted to Unisa on time. Assignment 03 is a self-assessment assignment and should 

not be submitted.  

Admission to the examination will be obtained by submitting the assignments, and not on the strength of 

the marks you obtain for it. Failure to submit your assignments will mean that you will not be admitted to 

the examination.  

8.2.1 Due dates and unique assignment numbers 

Assignments are numbered consecutively per module, starting from 01.  

The table below includes the assignment due dates and unique numbers for Semesters 1 and 2. 

Assignment 

Number 

First Semester Second Semester 

Due Date Unique number Due Date Unique number 

01 03 March 2017 687607 04 August 2017 835042 

02 24 March 2017 731238 25 August 2017 772546 
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8.3 Submission of assignments 

Students may submit written assignments and assignments completed on a mark-reading sheet either 

by post or electronically via myUnisa. Assignments may not be submitted by fax or email. For detailed 

information and requirements as far as assignments are concerned, see the brochure my Studies @ 

Unisa, which you received with your study material. 

 

 

For students who have access to the Internet, it is recommended that you submit your assignments 

via myUnisa.  

To submit an assignment via myUnisa: 

 Go to myUnisa. 

 Log in with your student number and password. 

 Select the module. 

 Click on assignments in the menu on the left. 

 Click on the assignment number you want to submit. 

 Follow the instructions on the screen. 

 

VERY IMPORTANT: Please ensure that your assignments reach us on or before the relevant due 

date, no assignments will be accepted after the due date. You will not be 

admitted to the examination if your assignments are submitted later than the 

due date. Please do not phone us with a request to be admitted to the 

examination if you have not submitted an assignment or you submitted it after 

the due date. 

 

 Ensure to keep a copy of your assignments; no excuses will be accepted, 

including the excuse stating that the assignment was lost in the postal service 

or in transit between a UNISA regional office and the main campus. 

 

8.4 Feedback on assignments 

Feedback on compulsory assignments (assignments 01 and 02) will be sent to all students registered for 

this module in follow-up tutorial letter(s). The feedback tutorial letters will be numbered in series from 

201, 202, etc.  

As soon as you have received the feedback tutorial letters, please check your answers. The 

assignments and the tutorial letter feedback on these assignments constitute an important part of your 

learning and should help you to be better prepared for the next assignment and the examination.  
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8.5 Year mark and examination mark 

The main purpose of the assignments is to encourage you to study the prescribed book, to read certain 

sections over and over again, and to think about the tutorial material in terms of its practical application. 

With these remarks in mind, the questions may sometimes be difficult, and some may seem ambiguous. 

The idea is not to try to trick you or catch you out, but to make you think. 

 

Formative assessment for MNE3702 takes place through a year mark system. Both Assignments 01 

and 02 will contribute towards your year mark. Assignment 01 will contribute 10% and assignment 02 will 

contribute 90% towards your final year mark. In total, your year mark will contribute 20% of the final 

assessment mark for the module. The summative assessment method will take place by means of an 

examination. The examination mark will contribute 80%.  

 

Your final assessment mark for this module will therefore be a combination of the assignment mark 

and the examination mark. Irrespective of the year mark obtained, a subminimum of 40% must be 

obtained in the examination. You will therefore not pass the module if your examination mark is less than 

40%. In addition, if your examination mark is less than 40%, your year mark will not be used in the 

calculation of your final assessment mark. The examination mark will be the final assessment mark in 

this instance. Please study the following examples to see how the assignment mark  will contribute to the 

final assessment mark: 

 

 Example 1: 

If you obtain 50% in assignment 01, this mark is multiplied by 0.1 to give you 5% towards your year 

mark. If you obtain 60% in assignment 02, this mark is multiplied by 0.9 to give you 54% towards your 

year mark. The total mark of assignments 01 and 02 (5% plus 54%) will constitute your final year mark of 

59%. This figure is then calculated to give you a weight of 11.8% year mark (59 x 0.2%). If then you 

obtain 50% in the examination, this figure is then multiplied by 0.8 to give you a weight of 40% 

examination mark. The two results are then combined to give a final assessment mark of 51.8% (11.8% 

+ 40%) for the module. 

 

Assessment % obtained Multiplier Mark 

Assignment 01 50% 0.1 5% 

Assignment 02 60% 0.9 54% 

Year mark (weighted mark) 59% 0.2 11.8% 

Examination mark 50% 0.8 40% 

Final assessment mark   51.8% 

 
Example 2: No marks for assignments; to pass you need 62% in examination 
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If you get an assignment mark of 0% for both assignments, you would have to obtain 62% in the 

examination to pass as this percentage is multiplied by 0.8 which equals 49.6% (50%), your final 

assessment mark. 

Assessme   Assessment % obtained Multiplier Mark 

Assignment 01       0%   

Assignment 02       0%   

Year mark       0%           0.2        0% 

Examination mark       62%           0.8        49.6% 

Final assessment mark          50% 

 
PLEASE NOTE: 

Students may work together when preparing for assignments and studying the module, but each student 

has to submit his/her own assignment, reflecting his/her own work. The university does not tolerate 

plagiarism. If plagiarism is detected, disciplinary action will be taken. 

 

9 OTHER ASSESSMENT METHODS 

There are no other assessment methods for this module 

 

10 EXAMINATION 

 

For general information and requirements as far as examinations are concerned, see the brochure my 

Studies @ Unisa, which you received with your study material. 

 

10.1    Format of the examination paper 

 

The duration of the examination paper for this module is two hours. The paper counts 70 marks and 

consists of two sections. Section A (30 marks) is compulsory and contains long paragraph-type 

questions. Section B (40 marks) consists of three 20 mark questions. You are required to choose any 

two of the three questions. Section B may contain long paragraph-type questions, while it may also be 

subdivided into shorter questions and some may be based on case studies. Please note, although 

Assignment 01 consists of multiple-choice questions, there will be no multiple-choice questions in the 

examination. 

 

10.2    Examination period 

This module is offered in a semester period of 15 weeks. This means that if you are registered for the 

first semester, you will write the examination in May/June 2017 and the supplementary examination will 

be written in October/November 2017. If you are registered for the second semester, you will write the 

examination in October/November 2017 and the supplementary examination will be written in May/June 

2018. 
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During the semester, the Examination Section will provide you with information regarding the 

examination in general, examination venues, examination dates and examination times. 

 
10.3   Examination information 

To help you in your preparation for the examination, you will receive guidelines in Tutorial Letter 201. 

This letter sets out clearly what material you have to study for examination purposes. 

 
10.4 Alternative assessment to assist students who qualify for final year concessions 

The myStudies @ Unisa brochure contains important information on the Final Year Concession 

procedure to assist students with one or two modules outstanding. 

 
The Department of Examination Administration (DEA) will inform all students who qualify for a final year 

(FI) concession per sms/email. For this module, FI students have to engage in an alternative method of 

assessment. The alternative method of assessment is a project portfolio which will be assigned to you 

after the Department of Examination Administration has confirmed you as an FI concession student.  

More information on the alternative method of assessment will be communicated directly to the qualifying 

students.  

 

Alternative methods of assessment are subject to stringent academic rules and processes and should 

not be considered an easier option. Failure to meet the learning outcomes of the module, through the 

alternative method of assessment, will result in a fail and you will need to re-register for the outstanding 

module.  

  

11 FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

The my Studies @ Unisa brochure contains an A-Z guide of the most relevant study information. 

 

12 CONCLUSION 

While this module in Corporate Entrepreneurship is exciting, it is also challenging – do not underestimate 

the immense amount of work that is covered. It is therefore strongly advisable that you begin studying 

without delay.  

 

We wish you all the best for a successful academic year. We hope that you find this module interesting 

and helpful, and that it will make a positive contribution to both your personal development as well as 

your career. You are welcome to contact us if you have academic queries relating to your studies. 

 

Best wishes, 

Mr. W Sambo 

Primary Lecturer: Corporate Entrepreneurship (MNE3702) 

Section: Entrepreneurship 

Department of Entrepreneurship, Supply Chain, Transport, Tourism and Logistics Management  
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13  ADDENDUM A: Assignment 01 and 02 (Semester 1) 

NB: This addendum contains assignment 01 and 02 for semester 01. 

 

Assignment 01 
 
This assignment covers all the work of the prescribed book (excluding chapter 5) and consists 

of 20 multiple-choice questions. This assignment should therefore be completed on a mark 

reading sheet or submitted via myUnisa. Written answers for Assignment 01 will not be marked. 

 

Due dates and unique numbers for Assignment 1, semester 1 
 

SEMESTER 1 SUBMISSION DATE UNIQUE NUMBER 

ASSIGNMENT 1 03 March 2017 687607 

 

Question 1 
 
Heraclitus stated in 500 B.C. that, “nothing endures but change.” This statement most certainly 
applies in today’s turbulent business environment.  
 
For companies to obtain a sustainable competitive advantage, they need to adjust, on a timely 
basis, to new technologies, new customer needs, new regulatory rules, and other changes in 
conditions without losing focus or causing significant disruption of core operations and 
commitments. This refers to _______________. 
 
1 adaptability 
2 flexibility 
3 speed 
4 innovativeness 
 
Question 2 
 
Which of the following combinations with regard to the stages of the organisational life cycle are 
correct? 
 
a Growth through collaboration: Collaboration takes the form of creating                     

semi-autonomous product divisions and strategic business units.  
b Start-up and early growth: The launching of a venture and the initial penetration of the 

market.  
c Growth through direction: Where management puts the necessary systems and 

structures in place, and augments the leadership team with functional area 
professionals, another period of sustained growth ensures.  

d Growth through Coordination: Companies must simplify structures and procedures, 
reduce head office staff, reassign staff experts, create matrix structures and emphasise 
innovative projects involving cross-functional teams.  
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1 a and b 
2 b and c 
3 c and d 
4 b and d 

 
Question 3 
 
Which of the following statements indicate that Microsoft is trying to exhibit corporate 
entrepreneurship? 
 
a Office and Windows, its core products, have become standards for most consumers. 
b Microsoft has a team of scientists, mathematicians and computer scientists working in 

search of new ideas. 
c Microsoft invested over $9 billion in research and development during the economic 

downturn in 2009. 
d Microsoft is a $60 billion powerhouse, located in Washington, which employs over 

90,000 employees. 
 

1 Only b  
2 a and b 
3 b and c 
4 b and d 

 
Question 4 
 

Which statements below represent the differences between corporate entrepreneurship and 
entrepreneurship?  
 
a) No major differences  
b) Job security  
c) Driven by an individual champion  
d) Ownership of the concept   
e) Potential for scale and scope  

 

1 a, b and c 
2 b, c and d 
3 c, d and e 
4 b, d and e 

 
Question 5 
 
Entrepreneurship is manifested in established companies in many ways. When 
entrepreneurship is derived from _______________ it is recognised that entrepreneurship can 
originate from any person, level, or department in the organisation.  
 
1 ad hoc venture teams 
2 new venture divisions 
3 champions and the mainstream 
4 hybrid approaches 
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 Question 6 

 Which of the following statements are dilemmas of innovation? 
 

a) Technology-driven innovation often leads to dramatic new products that prove to be 
“better mousetraps” nobody wants.  

b) Being first to market is not consistently associated with success, while being second or 
third is not consistently associated with failure.  

c) All entrepreneurs are innovators, all innovators are entrepreneurs, and successful 
entrepreneurship does not involve continued innovation.   

d) People who design innovations typically seek to perfect their new product or service, 
making it the best possible.  

 
1 a, b and c 
2 b, c and d 
3 a, c and d 
4 a, b and d 

 
Read the mini case study below and answer Questions 7 and 8 which follow. 
 

 

M&M Manufacturers have introduced a new product that has revolutionised the market. It was 
the first new product introduced in ten years. In contrast, Footloose Traders continuously 
introduces modest improvements in their products and services. 

 
Question 7 
 
Where on the entrepreneurial grid would you place M&M Manufacturers? 
 
1 continuous / incremental 
2 periodic / incremental 
3 revolutionary 
4 periodic / discontinuous 
 
Question 8 

Where on the entrepreneurial grid would you place Footloose Traders? 

1 continuous / incremental 
2 periodic / incremental 
3 revolutionary 
4 periodic / discontinuous 
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Question 9 

There are three underlying dimensions of entrepreneurship. 
 
_______________ refers to the extent to which an organisation does things in novel, different 
and unique ways. While, the willingness on the part of the organisation to pursue opportunities 
that have a reasonable likelihood of producing significant performance discrepancies is known 
as _______________. 
 
1 Risk-taking; innovativeness 
2 Innovativeness; risk-taking 
3 Risk-taking; proactiveness 
4 Proactiveness; risk-taking 

 
Question 10 
 
Complete the following sentence: 
 
Discontinuous innovation _______________. 
 
1 addresses a market need that has not been addressed before 
2 is a dramatic improvement of an existing product 
3 refers to copying an innovation of another company 
4 is small and continuous products improvements 
 
Question 11 
 
Match the component of corporate venturing in Column A with the correct definition in      
Column B. 
 

Column A Column B 

1) Internal corporate 
venturing 

a) To exploit existing corporate competencies in new 
product or market arenas. 

2) Cooperative corporate 
venturing 

b) New businesses are created outside the company 
and subsequently acquired by the company. 

3) External corporate 
venturing 

c) Create and own new businesses. 

 d) Create new businesses and own together with 
external development partners. 

 

1 (1)(c); (2)(d); (3)(b) 
2 (1)(d); (2)(b); (3)(a)  
3 (1)(a); (2)(d); (3)(b)  
4 (1)(c); (2)(b); (3)(d)  
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Question 12 
 
Place the following activities by Home Price Upholstery (HPU) in the correct order, as the steps 
would occur throughout the stages of the creative process.  
 
a) An employee of the creative team suddenly screams, “Aha! I have the answer!” 
b) HPU goes through a period of refinement and adaptation of the idea.  
c) The HPU creative team decides to step away from the problem and put it on the back 

burner. 
d) HPU identifies a problem which needs to be defined. In doing so, the company explores 

the resources that it has as well as what the company needs. 
e) HPU comes across a series of dead ends; it finds that coming up with the solution gets 

circuitous, confusing and off the track.  
 

1 a b c d e  
2 b a d c e 
3 d e c a b 
4 a d e c b  

 
Question 13 
 
The BlueBerry Company (BB Co) is striving to become the market leader in technology within 
the smart phone industry. Unfortunately, all BB Co does is imitate the strategy of the EyeFone 
Company (EF Co), and cannot continually produce desirable technological innovations as it 
does not have the necessary internal capacity to do so.  
 
Which two fatal mistakes did the BB Co fall prey to? 
 
1 Pursuing an unsustainable competitive position; no real competitive advantage. 
2 Compromising strategy for growth; misunderstanding industry attractiveness. 
3 No real competitive advantage; failure to explicitly communicate strategy internally. 
4 Pursuing an unsustainable competitive position; misunderstanding industry 

attractiveness. 
 
Question 14 

The managers at Penwill Clothing retailers feel that they are losing market share. They decided 
to put together a think tank consisting of senior staff members to develop a new service that 
they can offer customers. This is referred to as _______________. 

1 market-pull 
2 technology-push 
3 an entrepreneurial strategy 
4 a champions programme 
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Questions 15 and 16 are based on the various differentiating elements between 
mechanistic and organic organisational structures, some of which are listed below.  

 
Elements of the Mechanistic and Organic Organisational Structures: 
 

a The channels of communication are open with free flow of information throughout the 
organisation.  

b There is loose, informal control, with emphasis on norm of cooperation.  
c The authority for decisions is based on the formal line management position.  
d Employees are required to conform to job descriptions. 
e The operating styles are allowed to vary freely. 

 

 
Question 15 

Which of the abovementioned elements relate to the mechanistic organisational structure? 

1 a, b and c 
2 a, b and e 
3 c and d  
4 d and e 
 
 
Question 16 

Which of the abovementioned elements relate to the organic organisational structure? 

1 a, b and c 
2 a, b and e 
3 c and d 
4 d and e 
 
Question 17 
 
A structure that is conducive to corporate entrepreneurship is one that has _______________. 

 
1 high specialisation and centralisation of power 
2 decentralised decision making and broad spans of control 
3 hierarchical structures that are highly departmentalised 
4 narrow spans of control and functional specialisation 
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Questions 18 and 19 are based on the figure by Slevin and Covin (1990) illustrated below. 

 
 
Entrepreneurial 
 
 
 
 
Management            
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1 

3 
 

 
Efficient 

Bureaucratic 
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4 
 
 

Unstructured 
Unadventurous 

firms 
 
 
 

 Mechanistic Organic 
 
Question 18 
 
Cell 1 represents that a good fit exists with a (an) _______________ structure and an emphasis 
on entrepreneurial management, producing a (an) _______________ company. 

 
1 organic; effective entrepreneurial 
2 pseudo-entrepreneurial; unstructured  
3 organic; efficient entrepreneurial 
4 pseudo-entrepreneurial; efficient entrepreneurial 
 
Question 19 
 
Organisations are much more problematic when the structure and management style are 
inconsistent. Which two cells in Slevin and Covin’s figure represent such organisations? 
 
1 Cells 1 and 3 
2 Cells 1 and 2 
3 Cells 2 and 3 
4 Cells 2 and 4 
 
Question 20 
 
There are nine distinct design possibilities that a company may employ. The type of design 
which has uncertain strategic importance and strong operational relatedness refers to 
_______________. 
 
1 separate business units 
2 a new venture division 
3 a new product department 
4      micro new ventures department.  
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                     [TOTAL: 20 marks] 

 

 

Assignment 02 consists of a combination of 7 long and short questions.  

The answers to this assignment may be typed or hand written, submitted via myUnisa. Please remember 

to keep a copy of your assignment. 

 

Due date and unique number for assignment 2, semester 1 

SEMESTER 1 
SUBMISSION DATE UNIQUE NUMBER 

ASSIGNMENT 2 24  March 2017 731238 

 

Read the following business problem-solving case study below and answer the questions which 

follow. 

 

Can J&R electronic Grow with E-commerce? 

 

J&R Electronics is a mom-and-pop shop for the modern age.  Joe and Rachelle Friedman started the 

business as an audio equipment store in 1971. They funded the original business, a 500-square-foot 

storefront near New York’s City Hall, with money they received for their wedding. Over 35 years, the 

Friedmans expanded the business, adding records, office equipment, cameras, computers, movies, and 

games. Today, J&R Electronics encompasses a lucrative catalog business and 10 specialty electronics 

stores covering 300,000 square feet of retail space on that same city block in Manhattan. Among the 

stores are the famed J&R Music World and J&R Computer World. 

 

The J&R empire sells nearly every type of electronic device imaginable. However, the Friedmans have 

resisted the advice of suppliers, such as record companies, who have told them the only way to survive 

and compete with big box stores was to become a chain.  Rachelle Friedman explained that “by staying 

on the block… we maintain control, which the chain stores lose.” How does J&R continue to survive with 

only one location in an industry dominated by Wal-Mart, Best Buy, and Circuit City? Quite appropriately, 

the Friedmans have their son to thank for that. Jason Friedman is the vice president of e-commerce for 

J&R electronics. In 1998, Jason, who started out as the company’s database manager, lobbied his 

parents to invest in the Web as an outlet for the company, J&R InterWorld Corp., a highly regarded 

product of the first dot-com boom.  InterWorld’s Commerce Exchange served J&R well enough to satisfy 

the notion that e-commerce would play a major role in the company’s future. 

 

In 2000, J&R was ready to upgrade to a new version of the InterWorld software, which was routed as 

being much more robust than the previous versions that J&R had installed. Within a year, the upgrade 

process at J&R was thrown off track as the dot-com bust brought about the demise of InterWorld.  Jason 

Friedman was forced to continue development of J&R’s online presence without support from the 

software vendor. He and his staff managed to piece together a custormised e-commerce application that 
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could handle the 400,000 products that J&R sold. However, the solution did not support some of the 

features that online retail competitors offered, such as the ability to collect and display customer reviews 

and provide information on inventory statistics, and shipping time. 

 

By that time, with 30 percent of J&R’s $400 million in revenue being generated by JR.com, Friedman 

was looking to inject new life into the website. With a staff of 50 IT workers backing him up, he explored 

ways to ensure that the JR.com would remain as popular a destination online as the bricks-and-mortar 

store was in the real world.  For the new site, he chose an e-commerce platform from Blue Martini and 

CRM packages made by Loyalty Lab. In addition, Friedman planned to bring JR.com in line with Web 2.0 

concepts by populating the site with videos and introducing customer reviews. Those features were 

valuable tools that customers could use to educate themselves about products and comparison-shop 

before they committed to buying. 

 

In May 2006, J&R unveiled an online loyalty program to encourage shoppers to visit JR.com directly 

rather than connect from a link on another site, such as a price comparison search engine. The strategy 

intends to raise the number of unique visitors to the site and as Jason Friedman put it, relieve J&R from 

‘fighting over pennies with our competitors.” For participating in the program, customers receive gift 

cards equaling 2 percent of their purchases. If successful, the loyalty program will keep past customers 

from giving their business to other stores, as well as entire new customers to join the J&R community.  

Catalog shoppers are also eligible for loyalty rewards. 

 

Mark H. Goldstein, CEO of Loyalty Lab, noted that J&R already had a loyal customer base as a result of 

its top-notch customer service and focus on building relationships. All that the company lacked was a 

program that recognized customer loyalty. Loyalty Lab’s CRM package helped fill that void by hosting 

the modules that enabled J&R customers to register for accounts, manage their accounts, and reclaim 

the incentives they have earned, J&R’s marketers can control the services from Loyalty Lab with simple 

graphical online tools using any standard Web browser, Goldstein points to additional benefits for J&R 

from the program in form of saving what he calls ‘the Google tax”. This is the 20 to 30 percent charge 

that J&R pays to search sites when visitors are directed to J&R from another site, a fee that J&R avoids 

when shoppers visit JR.com directly. 

 

J&R selected Blue Martini as its new e-commerce platform because Blue Martini functions well with 

J&R’s ERP software from a technical perspective. The two systems are able to exchange data easily; 

Blue Martini provides a better opportunity to share the strengths of J&R’s bricks-and–mortar channels 

online.  By doing so, the company hopes to achieve a greater competitive advantage over its chain store 

rivals. Blue Martini has to showcase online the standout features of a visit to a J&R Electronics store.  

Only then can customers throughout the country respond to the business with the same sense of loyalty 

as those who physically visit the stores in lower Manhattan.  
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J&R has plenty of advantages or differentiators to showcase. Its prices are very competitive, yet it 

maintains a vast inventory that rarely leaves customers disappointed. J&R also has a reputation for 

being at the leading edge of new technology. The company has a penchant for being the first retailer to 

sell new products or the latest versions of already popular products. Furthermore, J&R is known to have 

a good sense for technology trends, such as the transition from VHS to DVD and the rising popularity of 

Apple products. J&R often caters to those trends before other stores are prepared to do so. Aside from 

good prices, perhaps the element of J&R that appeal to customers most is its sales staff. Customers who 

enter J&R stores know that the workers they encounter will be well informed and adept at explaining the 

features and specifications of even the newest and most high-tech products.  

 

With Blue Martini, J&R will try to emulate the expertise of its sales staff online. The platform provides a 

Guided Selling application, which collects input from the shopper and produces a narrowed-down view of 

the product catalog that is tailored for the requirements and preferences of a particular customer.  

Customers are able to view products by brand, price, popularity, size, and availability of special offers.  

By providing interactive recommendations, J&R can put more information about products in the hands of 

customers, which makes them more comfortable in their purchases. 

 

Comprehensive product descriptions, product reviews from customers and other sources, and 

comparison grids will also make it easier for shoppers to understand and select products. Going a step 

further, Blue Martini enables J&R to deepen its Web content with videos, giving tutorials on specific 

products. The videos bring a personalization to the online shopping experiences that normally would be 

available only in a brick-and-mortar store. J&R even films the videos in its actual stores. The new e-

commerce platform will also enhance the capabilities of software that J&R was already using. For 

example, under the old system, J&R had to run its Endeca website search software separately from the 

InterWorld site. The Endeca software helps customers find, analyse, and determine relevancy in search 

results, but these features could not be fully utilized in that environment. On the new site, J&R can 

integrate Endeca with its PowerReviews customer reviews to help customers refine and sort products, 

Endeca also features merchandising functionality that J&R will now be able to deploy for tracking the 

activities of customers across the JR.com site. 

 

The new JR.com launched in March 2007 with a host of new customer conveniences. If a customer 

selects a product that is out of stock, the site is prepared with a list of similar products. The site also has 

real-time integration with store inventory, so onsite purchases are reflected in the availability of products 

online. J&R has also made the checkout process more efficient so shoppers arrive at final price more 

quickly. The shipping section has been restructured to improve the accuracy of delivery dates and 

shipping fees. 

 

Jason Friedman recognizes that, despite the increased functionality provided by Blue Martini, his 

company is still limited by having physical stores located solely in New York City. He notes that where 

chain stores can offer customers the option of ordering merchandise online and picking it up that day in 

person at the nearest store, J&R can only make that option available to customers in the New York City 
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area. However, he feels that emphasizing e-commerce carries great potential for the business and 

represents the company’s future. 

 

Maris Daugherty, a senior consultant with J.C. Williams Group, a global retail consultancy, believes that 

J&R should not expect too much too soon. She says that there is space in the retail market for a niche 

entity like J&R, but success will likely come from a long-term focus rather than a short-term revolution.  

 

SOURCE:  Laudon, K & Laudon, J. 2008. Management Information Systems, 11th ed. Britain. 

Prentice Hall.  

 
Question 1 
 
With an appropriate extracts from the case study, show five (5) characteristics displayed which are 
associated with an entrepreneurial individual.                                                                                          (5) 
 

Question 2 
 
How would you measure J&R’s entrepreneurial intensity? Substantiate your answer by giving examples 
from the case study.                                   (10) 
 
Question 3 
 

Briefly discuss whether Joe and Rachelle Friedman meet the five (5) characteristics of an 

entrepreneurial mindset. Provide five (5) examples from the case study to support your answer.         (10) 

 

Question 4 
 

It is important for J&R to develop an understanding of methods that can be used to gain 

influence and shape behaviour. Explain how executives at J&R can use the following methods 

to overcome obstacles and constraints. 

 

 Building social capital  (2) 

 Gaining legitimacy (2) 

 Political tactics  (3) 

 Resource acquisition (3) 

(10) 

 
 
Question 5 
 
Briefly discuss how J&R embraced the concept of innovation by quoting relevant cases in the case study
                      (7) 
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Question 6 
 

Discuss four (4) reasons why you think J & R adopted an open innovation model.                                (8) 

 

[TOTAL: 50] 

 
ADDENDUM B: Assignment 1 and 2 (Semester 2) 
 
Assignment no 01 
 

SEMESTER 2 SUBMISSION DATE UNIQUE NUMBER 

ASSIGNMENT 1 04 AUGUST 2017 835042 

 

Question 1 

A high level of entrepreneurship in organisations is driven by which one of the following options?  

1 technology 

2 turbulence in the external environment 

3 political environment 

4 strategic entrepreneurship 
 
Question 2 

Which statements below represent the differences between corporate entrepreneurship and 

entrepreneurship?  

a) No major differences  

b) Job security  

c) Driven by an individual champion  

d) Ownership of the concept   

e) Potential for scale and scope  

1 a, b and c 

2 b, c and d 

3 c, d and e 

4 b, d and e 
 
 

Question 3 

Firms that engage in breakthrough innovation are often moving into _______________ where no one 

has been before.  

1      new world 

2      uncharted waters 

3      new market 

4      uncharted stage 
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Question 4 

Place the following activities by Home Price Upholstery (HPU) in the correct order, as the steps would 

occur throughout the stages of the creative process.  

a) An employee of the creative team suddenly screams, “Aha! I have the answer!” 

b) HPU goes through a period of refinement and adaptation of the idea.  

c) The HPU creative team decides to step away from the problem and put it on the back burner. 

d) HPU identifies a problem which needs to be defined. In doing so, the company explores the 

resources that it has as well as what the company needs. 

e) HPU comes across a series of dead ends; it finds that coming up with the solution gets 

circuitous, confusing and off the track.  

1 a b c d e  

2 b a d c e 

3 d e c a b 

4 a d e c b  
 

Question 5 

For a business to exploit underutilised resources, a/an _______________. 

1 new business model should be built around corporate knowledge, capabilities or other 

resources 

2 new business model should be built as a ground for the development of individuals 

3 new business model should be built around internal capabilities that remains idle  for 

prolonged period 

4 entrepreneur must hire more staff 
 

Question 6 

Variables in the business environment are interrelated, that means a change in one environmental 

variable will lead to a change in one another. Changes in the business environment (markets. 

technology, politics, regulations and other areas) may lead to _______________. 

1 closing doors for many business opportunities 

2 open doors for many business opportunities 

3 close some doors while opening others 

4 business closing down 
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Question 7 

In this stage companies respond to the loss of control by centralising operations as well as decision 

making. This stage is referred to as _______________. 

1    growth through coordination 

2    growth through collaboration 

3    1 and 2 combined` 

4    None of the above 
 

Question 8 

Which one of the following statements is a myth regarding entrepreneurs? 

     1     Entrepreneurs are well organised people who do not deviate from their plan.  They do so 

           because they acknowledge the hard work that they put in mapping out the direction of 

           their business. 

2     Entrepreneurs are assumed by some as disorganised and unstructured, they leave it to 

        others to keep things on track, therefore are chaotic. 

3    Like any other entrepreneur, corporate entrepreneurs face the challenges of raising capital 

   to gain an opportunity. 

4       None of the above 
 
Question 9 

Corporate entrepreneurs’ motivation has more to do with the desire to create something successful. 

Therefore they _______________. 

1 have to do all the things involved in starting up one’s own business  

2 have nothing to do with starting up their own business 

3 like to think of themselves 

4 have a desire for bonuses 
 
Question 10 

_______________ refers to the entrepreneurial phenomenon whereby the firm pro-actively creates a 

new product-market arena that others have not recognised. 

1    Organisational rejuvenation 

2    Sustained generation 

3    Domain redefinition 

4    Corporate strategy 
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Question 11 

The managers at Penwill Clothing retailers feel that they are losing market share. They decided to put 

together a think tank consisting of senior staff members to develop a new service that they can offer 

customers. This is referred to as _______________. 

 1 market-pull 

 2 technology-push 

 3 an entrepreneurial strategy 

 4 a champions programme 

 
Question 12 

One of the reasons organisations build a business as a laboratory in which the innovation process can 

be studied is to _______________. 

1 develop managers 

2 develop new competencies 

3 learn about the process of venturing 

4 keep ahead of everyone in the market 
 

Question 13 

A structure that is conducive to corporate entrepreneurship is one that has _______________. 

1       high specialisation and centralisation of power 

2       decentralised decision making and broad spans of control 

3         hierarchical structures that are highly departmentalised 

 4   narrow spans of control and functional specialisation 

 
Question 14 

_______________ refers to the entrepreneurial phenomenon whereby the firm seeks to sustain or 

improve its competitive standing by altering its internal process, structures and/or capabilities. 

1 Sustained generation 

2 Domain redefinition 

3 Corporate strategy 

4 Organisational rejuvenation 
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Question 15 

One fatal mistake that organisations continually fall prey to in their attempt to implement strategy is 
_______________. 
 
           1     having real competitive advantage 

           2     misunderstanding industry attractiveness 

           3     contracting 

           4     copy competitors to gain market share 
 

Question 16 

The _______________ perspective suggests that innovation can originate from throughout the 

organisation. 

1 entrepreneurial  

2 portfolio 

3 bottom-up 

4 structural 
 

Question 17 

The organisational structure associated with high strategic importance and low operational 

relatedness is referred to as_______________. 

1 contracting 

2 separate business units 

3 new venture division 

4 departmentalisation 

 

Question 18 

Which one of the following factors is not conducive to entrepreneurial leadership at any 

organisational level? 

1  An ability to identify and gain the support of key stakeholders to the  

2  entrepreneurial effort. 

3      An obsession with finding new business opportunities.  

4      An ability to ensure that all protocols are followed and no one breaks the rules. 

5         The construction of a plan that clearly defines the entrepreneurial opportunity and 

           specifies a strategy for exploitation. 
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Question 19 

Discontinuous innovation_______________. 

1         addresses a market need that has not been addressed before 

2      is a dramatic improvement of an existing product 

3      refers to copying an innovation of another company 

  4         is small and can be used in continuous product improvement 

 

Question 20 

To facilitate an effective process of strategic renewal, corporate management should _____. 

1 consciously assess the strategic relevance of corporate venturing initiatives that 

may autonomously emerge beyond the boundaries of the corporate strategy 

2 formulate strategies for the type of markets it intends to serve 

3 prioritise the new venture to reinforce people competencies 

4 continuously scan both the internal and external environment 

[TOTAL: 20] 
 
Assignment 2 (Semester 2) 

SEMESTER 2 SUBMISSION DATE UNIQUE NUMBER 

ASSIGNMENT 2 25 AUGUST 2017 772546 
 

 

Read the following case study below and answer the questions which follow. 
 
 

GE Acting Like a Start-Up 

  

In an attempt to stoke the entrepreneurial flames in a $134 billion company, GE’s CEO Jeff 

lmmelt has begun to reinvent the company as a harbinger of technological innovation. Towards 

this end, he has mandated that his managers start treating the company as a network of tech 

start-ups rather than as a collection of big businesses. Their mission is to take the scientific lead 

in new markets that include clean energy, medical diagnostics, nanotech, security, and jet-

propulsion systems. As a result of his pursuit of "constant reinvention," lmmelt believes that the 

new GE will be more entrepreneurial and more science-based, resulting in it being better 

positioned for faster growth organically rather than through acquisitions. 

 

With 11 different major business lines, tens of thousands of products, and 315,000 employees 

in more than 100 nations, plus lmmelt's growth targets requiring the company to produce more 

than $9 billion in new annual revenue, the move towards a more entrepreneurial culture will 

most likely lead to more projects failing than succeeding. lmmelt's attempt to instill the mentality 
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 of a start up firm into the organisation will face complications; however, the alternative is forge 

to become an average company with little opportunity for growth through internal innovation. 

Given that GE's stock price is down 50 percent from its mid- 2000 peak and its streak of double-

digit revenue and profit growth was broken in 2001, the company's growth prospects and 

reputation are hanging in the balance. 

 

To make sure that the focus of the company is in line with his own, lmmelt has tied 

compensation to internal growth. In addition, he has hired 5,000 engineers since 2001 and has 

upped the number of engineers among the top 175 officers from the 7 in place when he took 

over to 21. He has also cut the acquisitions team by two-thirds; appointed a 15-year GE veteran 

to the position of chief marketing officer, a position eliminated by former CEO Jack Welch; 

assigned a marketing leader to each major business line; and hired 5,000 additional 

salespeople. lmmelt, disappointed with results, met with the marketing directors to reinforce the 

idea that he was serious about innovation, and tasked each director to come up with five ideas 

for new growth businesses, each of which would need to generate at least $100 million in new 

revenue within three years. 

 

Through this initiative, 50 "imaginative breakthroughs" have been delivered to lmmelt, with 35 of 

them being approved. Some of the ideas include mobile ultrasound machines and emergency 

water purification systems mounted on truck trailers. Sales projections for the new 

developments, assuming the projects lead to commercially successful projects, are $5 billion. 

lmmelt's push for new  ideas has forced GE managers to look at their operations from different 

perspectives to attempt to meet market  needs that would otherwise be left to other divisions. 

One example of such cross-collaboration could be seen when a manager was giving a 

presentation on the use of fingernail-size sensors that communicate with one another. A veteran 

engineer that was familiar with the operation of oil refineries made a connection between the 

functionality of the sensors and the need of petrochemical plants to remotely monitor their 

electrical equipment and machinery. As a result, GearTrak, a product that uses infrared sensors 

commonly used in microwave ovens along with wireless technology designed for security 

systems, was developed. 

 

Clearly lmmelt's overarching goal in his relentless pursuit of innovation is to regain GE's once 

common double-digit growth. In order to reach this goal, he expects to produce up to 7 percent 

in additional revenue annually from internal growth, while the rest would be gained through 

acquisitions. When such estimates are applied to a $134 billion company, the results indicate 

that GE will have to generate a less than paltry $9.4 billion through its innovation, with that 

number growing year over year. lmmelt sees progress now that he has identified GE's seven 
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"growth'' businesses which should account for 85 percent of revenue, up from 68 percent in 

2000. With renewed focus on new product development and the marketing process to get those 

products to market, lmmelt has taken a lumbering colossus of a company and instilled the agility 

necessary to compete. 

 

SOURCE: Kuratko, D.F., Morris, M.H. & Covin, J.G. 2011.  Corporate innovation and 

                entrepreneurship. Canada: South-Western Cengage   

 

Question 1 

Briefly discuss whether Jeff Immelt and his managers at GE meet the five (5) characteristics of 

an entrepreneurial mindset. Substantiate your answer with examples from the case study.   (10)          

  
Question 2 

Discuss the term Entrepreneurial Intensity and show by means of examples from the case study 

how it is practiced at GE.                (11) 

 

Question 3 

Discuss five (5) external challenges that is GM likely to face in their core HR functions?        (10) 

 

Question 4 

Relate the key entrepreneurial imperatives of top level executive/s to the efforts exhibited by the 

top level executives at GE in the case study.                 (6) 

 

Question 5 

Joseph manages a team in the Research and Development Department at GE. At GE, 

entrepreneurial leadership is encouraged to take place at all levels within the company. As a 

middle level manager, what roles would Joseph play to contribute to the entrepreneurial 

process? Describe at least four roles.                                    (8) 

 

Question 7 

 

Step II (two) of the Entrepreneurial Health Audit is Diagnosing the Climate for Corporate 

Entrepreneurship. During this step, a Corporate Entrepreneurship Climate Instrument (CECI) is 

used. Describe the five key antecedents which the CECI is designed around.          (5) 

 

[TOTAL: 50 Marks] 
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15 ADDENDUM C: Assignment 03 

 

Assignment 03 is a self-assessment assignment (for both semester 1 and 2). Therefore, you 

must not submit this assignment. Although it is not compulsory, it is highly recommended that 

you complete this assignment as it will be of value in your learning experience and in mastering 

this module in preparation for your exams. 

 
Read the case study below and answer the questions that follow: 

 
The Challenge of Entrepreneurial Growth 

 
For some companies, growth is about acquiring other firms. After all, if you can just buy a new 

business rather than developing it from the ground up, isn’t   that preferable? Not necessarily. 

Stories of failed acquisitions abound with causes ranging from mismatched cultures to 

misunderstood markets. Other firms prefer to achieve growth organically. This is growth 

achieved by applying entrepreneurship to the firm’s core business. They grow new products 

internationally, and their employees become intimately involved with products as they are 

developed. Even though R&D costs are incurred with entrepreneurial growth, companies gain a 

greater understanding of the processes involved with new product development, leading to 

greater innovation in the future. 

 
Following are four examples of entrepreneurial companies that have achieved tremendous 

growth by pursuing the organic route. 

 
Walmart 

Walmart serves customers and members more than 200 million times per week at more than 

8,400 retail units under 53 different banners in 15 countries. With fiscal year 2010 sales of $405 

billion, Walmart employs more than 2.1 million employees worldwide. A leader in sustainability, 

corporate philanthropy, and employment opportunity, Walmart ranked first among retailers in 

fortune Magazine’s 2009 Most Admired Companies survey. When a company’s annual revenue 

reaches $405 billion, growth becomes quite an accomplishment. To achieve growth 

entrepreneurially is downright amazing. So, how did Walmart manage to grow its sales to $405 

billion in 2010? The answer is by diversifying. Walmart began to apply its mystery of supply 

chain, everyday low pricing and strategic sourcing to other items such as groceries and home 

design décor and accessories.  
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The company added 50 million square  feet of space for the sale of food from 2000 to 2004, 

leading to food becoming its largest and fastest-growing category, representing a quarter of its 

total sales at super centers and almost a third at Sam’s Clubs. In 2010, recognising the need for 

families to upgrade their homes in the midst of a struggling economy, Walmart added a 

complete home trends, bath dining, furniture, home décor, and accessories. 

Best Buy 

The Best Buy family of brands and partnerships collectively generates more than $45 billion in 

annual revenue. In an effort to thwart the advance of Walmart and other retailers, Best Buy has 

introduced new designs and brands that include Best Buy, Audio Video, The Carphone 

Warehouse, Future shop, Geek Squad, Jiangsu Five Star, Magnolia Audio Video, Napster, 

Pacific sales, The Phone House, and Speakeasy. Approximately 155.000 employees bring 

these brands on customers through retail locations, multiple call centers and Web sites, in-

home solutions, product delivery, and activities in its communities. The creation of the “Geek 

Squad,” a group of repair and installation specialists that sets up new products for customers, 

has been heralded as a major success. 

 
Sysco 

With 2009 records sales of $37.5 billion, a 7.1 percent increase and record net earnings on 41.1 

billion, a 13.1 percent increase (FY08), Sysco continues to be the global leader in the food 

service industry. Maintaining  its customer service with its 51, 000-person sales force, and 

developing private-labels foods, Sysco focuses on the distribution of food and related products 

and services to restaurants, nursing homes,  hospitals,  hotels, motels,  schools,  colleges,  

cruise ships,  sports parks, and summer camps-wherever a meal is prepared away from home. 

Sysco provides a full spectrum of foodservice supplies and equipment to complement its broad 

food product offerings. Customers can receive everything they need for their operations, from 

sparkling front-of-the-house service ware to heavy-duty, back-of-the-house janitorial supplies 

and everything in between. 

 

Walgreens 

With 6,700 stores in 48 states, Walgreens took a major step in the healthcare sector by opening 

more than 715 convenient care clinics as well as 24-hour and drive-through pharmacies in order 

to have customers rely on Walgreens for their emergency pharmaceutical needs, which in turn 

has led to loyal customers. By strategically selecting sites for new location and striving to make 

the shopping experience as convenient as possible, the company grew sales to $63.3 billion. 
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 Walgreens has realised that with managed care desensitising customers to prescription price 

differences, the remedy for slowing growth is not lower prices, but improved service. 

 
SOURCE: Kuratko, D.F., Morris, M.H. & Covin, J.G. 2011. Corporate innovation and 

entrepreneurship. Canada: South-Western Cengage. 

 

Question 1 

Can the concept of unintended consequences be applied to any of these organisations? Explain each 

organisation’s case.                    (8) 

 
Question 2 

There is some level of entrepreneurship in every organisation. Innovativeness, risk-taking and pro-

activeness are three dimensions that characterise and determine the level of entrepreneurship within an 

organisation. By quoting relevant examples from the case, identify and discuss one of the three 

dimensions of corporate entrepreneurship that is more applicable to Walmart.             (6) 

 
Question 3 

Identify and explain five (5) specific constraints on corporate entrepreneurship which you would alert the 

organisations in the case study about?                (10) 

 
Question 4 

By means of examples from the case study, identify and explain 10 elements of control system which are 

identical for each of the four organisations in the case study.             (20) 

 
Question 5 

Identify and explain six (6) ways in which entrepreneurship can be manifested in these companies.     (6) 

 

                           [TOTAL: 50] 

 


